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The aim of my PhD research is to ascertain whether the new ALOS-2 Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) satellite imagery will be able to identify and facilitate mapping of water
control technologies of Bronze Age Southern Arabia. This supports one of the primary
goals of a larger ongoing project, the Archaeological Water Histories of Oman (ArWHO),
which strives to “evaluate satellite radar imagery as a means to detect and map ancient
irrigation and field systems” (Harrower 2013:1).
Remotely sensed (air and space) imagery has become an important dataset for use in
the discovery of archaeological sites and features, and research into past human
behaviours (Comer & Blom 2007; Comer and Harrower 2013; El-Baz and Wiseman
2007; Parcak 2009). L-band SAR data can penetrate several metres into dry,
homogenous fine-grained materials such as the aeolian sands of the Sahara and Arabian
Peninsula (Blom et al 2007; Paillou et al 2008). These wavelengths are then reflected
(backscattered) off subsurface features (Chapman and Blom 2013) such as bedrock,
coarser fluvial deposits (paleochannels) or compacted surfaces, providing a picture of
previously untraceable paleolandscape or archaeological features.
In regards to my research, this evaluation of radar imagery as an appropriate tool for
the ArWHO project utilises the ability of ALOS-2 L-Band radar waves to penetrate the
ground surface in order to detect falaj (channeled irrigation systems), or banked field
systems. Modern aflaj (plural of falaj) and banked fields can be seen at many places
within the project area, but it is difficult to interpret the relationship (if any) to their
ancient predecessors.
As the new ALOS-2 imagery has only recently become available, during the field season I
worked with archived ALOS imagery (the predecessor satellite) that I was able to obtain
with the BFSA grant. Based on my preliminary analysis, it appears that this archived
imagery lacks adequate resolution required to identify our targeted subsurface
archaeological remains. For example, the falaj are usually less than 1m wide and the
pixel size of the imagery is ~10m.
However, with a better understanding of the landscape within the study area, I will now
be able to analyse the ALOS-2 imagery concentrating on the areas of high potential for
subsurface archaeology (as recorded during this field season). Then, in the 2015/2016
field season, I plan to test the areas indicated by the results of my analysis, either by
testpitting or using ground penetrating radar, in order to confirm or disprove my
results.
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